The MA ACP Leadership Development for Women in Medicine Committee presents:
Closing the Leadership Gap: Action Planning
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021
Time: 6:30 – 7:30 pm
Click Here to Register

Welcome & Program Introduction including a recap of the December 2020 program*
Elisa I. Choi, MD, FACP, FIDSA, Governor, MA Chapter, ACP

Breakouts

1. "He for She"
   Facilitators: Drs. George Abraham, Judith Melin & Michael Rosenblum
   Practical considerations for developing and sponsoring women as leaders in medicine. Please join us for a robust discussion highlighting practical considerations for developing and sponsoring women as leaders in medicine.

2. Clinicians, early career Junior Faculty & parents with young children: Make Your Contributions Count
   Facilitators: Drs. Mary Lee, Harriet Bering & Linda Habeeb
   You are interested in future leadership—how do you start preparing? Is your work aligned with your goals & values? Does your resume/portfolio fully reflect your contributions? Have you framed your contributions in line with departmental/institutional goals? How can you enhance peer coaching & mentoring? We encourage you to bring your CV.

3. Resident/Fellows/Students
   Facilitators: Drs. Joel Popkin & Katie Jobbins
   How can you navigate your training and school curriculum to develop opportunities for future leadership? How can you find mentors/advisors/sponsors? What are some resources you can access? How can you become more involved in advocacy? How do you minimize/avoid "burnout" and increase your empowerment? We welcome Resident physicians, Fellow physicians, and medical students, to join us for an engaging discussion of how to start your leadership journey.

4. Hospitalists
   Facilitators: Drs. Jo Li & Lauren Doctoroff
   You are a hospitalist, but your clinical schedule and workload feels overwhelming, and you want to be more than a "resident replacement". How can you gain traction in future and potential leadership opportunities despite the hospitalist schedule demands? Join us for an interactive dialogue on how you can achieve physician leadership roles despite working intense inpatient weeks on service. We look forward to assisting you achieve your leadership goals.

Report out and wrap up
* If you were not able to join us back in December 2020 for “Closing the Leadership Gap: DEI and Gender Equity in Leadership Development for Women in Medicine,” you can view the playback at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P8V-mcyydGU. Participation or viewing the playback is not required to participate in this workshop.

Click Here to Register